Short Summay about “Children Education program”...

We, Mavi Kalem, started our new children education and freetime programme with the beginning of the new schoolyear 2014-2015. The programme had been prepared by children and volunteers. The programmes consists of; English, mathematics, philosophy and human rights, art, ceramics, Sport, Footbag workshops, a Girls Club, intercultural learning and a Turkish course for Syrian children.

Art & Ceramics Workshops:

1 An art workshop for Turkish and Syrian children from Balat had been carried out in September.

2 Children visited Ceramic Artist Sali kartal’s Workshop.

Children in the age of 7-10 and 10-14 participate in the workshops. The ceramics workshop visited the ceramics artist Saliha Kartal in her atelier. The participants had the possibility to see some exhibits.

Philosophy and human rights workshop:

A Philosophy and human rights workshop is carried out since 2011. This workshop is for children in the age of 10-14. Here the children discuss about Human rights, children rights and different philosophycal themes.

3 A Philosophy and human rights workshop
Girls Club:
Girls in the age of 10-14 can participate in the workshop. The objective of this group is, to strengthen the solidarity between the girls and to strengthen and develop oneself. Informations are given and discussions hold about the topics health, body awareness of women, women’s rights and social rights.

4 Talking about body images and beauty awareness...

5 Nutrition workshop and picnic...

The toilet has been renewed with the support of the Mavi Kalem friends and the bureau. Since November the children can find a hygienic and to their size fitting toilet.

We would like to thank all supporters for the renewed toilette.